
Lean Thinking –
Achieving More with Less.



As Kiichiro Toyoda, Taiichi Ohno, and others at Toyota looked at this 
situation in the 1930s, and more intensely just after World War II, it 
occurred to them that a series of simple innovations might make it more 
possible to provide both continuity in process flow and a wide variety in 
product offerings. They therefore revisited Ford’s original thinking, and
invented the Toyota Production System.

The first person to truly integrate an entire production process was Henry Ford. 
At Highland Park, MI, in 1913 he married consistently interchangeable parts 
with standard work and moving conveyance to create what he called flow 
production.

History of Lean Thinking ?

1. Tell me about Lean Management. Why was it developed ?
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• A business methodology: continuous improvement + respect for people 

• Simply, it’s creating more value for customers with fewer resources.

- delivering value,
- eliminating waste
- adopting continuous improvement. 

What is Lean Thinking ?

2. What do you see as the key elements of Lean Management?
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What is Lean Thinking ?

How we think !

2. What do you see as the key elements of Lean Management?
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• The process
- identify the issue & analyse the process
- identify improvement opportunities
- plan implementation
- assign action steps to team members
- integrate change
- measure impact

• Drive accountability and a sense of ownership

• Share and communicate new improvements in 
order to foster a culture of continuous improvement

It’s Not New !!

eliminate waste / duplication 
& improve service

Quadruple aim

3. Why should practice managers consider learning about Lean Management? 

The problem is not the people it’s the process.
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• Fishbone Analysis 
Cause & Effect 

• Ishikawa Diagram
(Kaouru Ishikawa)

• Problem + Factors

• Staff Input

• Analyse the Issue. 

Problem

Systems             Measurement       Suppliers

Surroundings     Policies/Rules      Staff / skills

3. Why should practice managers consider learning about Lean Management? 
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Booking 
Appointment Patient Arrival

Pre-
consultation

"waiting room"
Consultation Post Cosultation Billing Follow-up

• Map the Process – The Patient Journey.

Identify the Issue: - e.g. NP Registration  

Scenario 1 – NP Reg’n

4. Could you give an example of Lean Management in practice?
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Objectives – New Patient Registration

• create an efficient system for Patient Registration

• maintain high quality demographic / clinical data

• improve access to practitioner services

• improve utilisation of the Practice Nurses  and

• promote concept of a Practice Primary Care Team.

Pt 
Reg’n

Surroundings     Policies/Rules      Staff / skills

Systems        Measurement       Suppliers

4. Could you give an example of Lean Management in practice?
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https://www.audible.com.au/pd/Lean-Thinking-Audiobook/B00FMX2256?source_code=M2MORSH051016002X&ipRedirectOverride=true&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI-
fmswcHa6QIV030rCh09zQdUEAYYASABEgJvhfD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds

5. Where should a practice manager who wants to learn more about Lean Management start?

google “lean management, lean thinking”      lean.org            leanpm.org
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• Adopt –

• Quality as a 
Business Strategy 

• Become a Lean Thinker!
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